This paper contributes further to the resource theory of asymmetric distinguishability for quantum strategies, as introduced recently by [Wang et al., Phys. Rev. Research 1, 033169 (2019)]. The fundamental objects in the resource theory are pairs of quantum strategies, which are generalizations of quantum channels that provide a framework to describe any arbitrary quantum interaction. We provide semi-definite program characterizations of the one-shot operational quantities in this resource theory. We then apply these semi-definite programs to study the advantage conferred by adaptive strategies in discrimination and distinguishability distillation of generalized amplitude damping channels.
I. INTRODUCTION
In quantum information theory, the tasks of quantum state and channel discrimination have been studied in a considerable amount of detail; see [1] - [5] and [6] - [11] , respectively. Given the central importance of distinguishing quantum states or channels, it is reasonable to study distinguishability itself in the context of a resource theory [12] - [14] , i.e., to use resourcetheoretic tools to quantify distinguishability, and to use these tools to study the tasks of distilling distinguishability, diluting canonical units of distinguishability to a desired pair, and transforming one pair of entities to another pair.
In some sense, the resource theory of asymmetric distinguishability from [12] - [14] can be thought of as a "meta"resource theory. The basic objects in this resource theory always come in pairs, and their worth is decided by the distinguishability of the entities in a pair. This resource theory is also unique in the sense that all physical operations acting on each element of the pair are free. A variety of resource theories can be thought of as being derived from the resource theory of asymmetric distinguishability, by setting specific restrictions on the states or channels involved [13] .
The most general discrimination task in quantum information theory is not that of discriminating channels, but that of distinguishing what are known as quantum strategies [15] - [17] , also known as quantum combs, memory channels, or higher-order quantum maps [18] - [20] . A quantum strategy completely represents the actions of an agent in a multi-round interaction with another party, and forms the next rung in the hierarchical ladder that begins with quantum states and channels. A key insight of [20] is that the hierarchy consisting of states, channels, superchannels, etc. ends with quantum strategies. That is, all so-called "higher-order" dynamics can be described as quantum strategies. Given this importance of quantum strategies, and the flexibility and power offered by the resource theory of asymmetric distinguishability, it is worthwhile to continue the study of it for quantum strategies, as initiated in [14] .
In this paper, we further develop the recent work done on the resource theory of asymmetric distinguishability [13] , [14] . One main contribution here is a semi-definite programming (SDP) characterization of two crucial quantities in this resource theory: the one-shot distillable distinguishability and distinguishability cost of quantum strategies, which characterize the resource theory's distillation and dilution tasks, respectively. To do so, we build upon the previous SDP characterizations of the quantum strategy distance [17] , [19] , which provides a distance measure between strategies.
The other main contribution of this paper is to apply these SDPs to study particular examples of channel discrimination and distinguishability distillation. As indicated in [14] , distinguishability distillation is closely linked to asymmetric quantum channel discrimination. In quantum channel discrimination, one can employ either parallel or adaptive strategies. By design, adaptive strategies are no less powerful than parallel ones. It is known that in the asymptotic limit, adaptive strategies confer no advantage over parallel ones in asymmetric channel discrimination [21] - [23] . This leaves open the question of whether adaptive strategies can help in channel discrimination when a finite number of channel uses are allowed. Our SDP formulations help us compute and study this gap, and we show that adaptive strategies can offer an advantage over parallel ones in these settings, thus extending prior work on this topic from [24] .
II. QUANTUM STRATEGIES
The idea of quantum strategies, combs, or higher-order maps, goes back over a decade [15] , [20] . Quantum strategies encapsulate the dynamics of an agent participating in an arbitrary quantum interaction with another party. An n-turn quantum strategy describes the most general possible quantum interaction with an n-turn co-strategy. In other words, the interaction of an n-turn quantum strategy with an n-turn costrategy captures all possible interactive behavior that takes place over n rounds between two parties. The word co-strategy is used to give perspective, because a co-strategy is also a
A1 N1 N2 N3 Fig. 1 . A three-turn strategy N (3) interacts with a three-turn co-strategy S (3) . In red is the entirety of three-turn strategy N (3) . The strategy consists of three quantum channels N 1 through N 3 , connected to each other via memory systems.
quantum strategy. Ref. [20] introduced the term "quantum comb," which refers to the same physical object as a quantum strategy. An n-turn quantum strategy N (n) , with n ≥ 1, input systems A 1 through A n , and output systems B 1 through B n , consists of the following: (a) memory systems M 1 through M n , and (b) quantum channels N 1 A1→M1B1 , N 2 M1A2→M2B2 , . . . , N n−1 Mn−2An−1→Mn−1Bn−1 , and N n Mn−1An→Bn . The definition above allows for any of the input, output, or memory systems to be trivial, which means that state preparation and measurements can be captured in the framework of quantum strategies. For the sake of brevity, we use the notation A n to denote systems A 1 through A n . Figure 1 depicts a three-turn strategy interacting with a three-turn co-strategy.
A particular type of quantum strategy is a superchannel, a physical operation that converts one quantum channel to another [18] , [25] . Ref. [18] made the important observation that a superchannel can be equivalently represented as a bipartite channel, along with a causality constraint that defines the causal order of inputs and outputs. Ref. [20] 's observation that quantum combs are all that are needed to describe higher-order quantum dynamics ties in neatly with, and generalizes, the superchannel-bipartite-channel isomorphism. A superchannel can be cast as a bipartite channel, and likewise an object that transforms superchannels to superchannels (which is a quantum strategy) is itself a multipartite superchannel, which by the previously stated isomorphism is a multipartite channel [20] . Therefore, there is a "collapse" of the hierarchy that proves to be important, and enables us to conclude that all higherorder quantum dynamics can be studied using the framework of quantum strategies [20] .
The Choi isomorphism plays a vital role in quantum information, since it too establishes an equivalence between two different classes of objects; a single-party quantum channel can be equivalently represented by a bipartite quantum state. Putting the pieces together, we see that one can define a Choi state/operator not only for quantum channels, but also in general for quantum strategies. This isomorphism enables us to apply the tools developed for the resource theory of asymmetric distinguishability for states and channels to superchannels and, more generally, to quantum strategies. This was identified and studied in [14] , and here we elaborate in more detail on these points.
A. Choi operator and causality constraints
To establish the Choi operator for a quantum strategy, we recall that a superchannel Θ (A1→B1)→(A2→B2) transforming N A1→B1 to K A2→B2 is in one-to-one correspondence with a bipartite channel L A1A2→B1B2 that has a certain no-signaling constraint [18] , [25] . The superchannel Θ (A1→B1)→(A2→B2) can be implemented via pre-processing and post-processing channels E A2→A1M and D B1M→B2 that share a memory system M . The Choi operator of the superchannel Θ (A1→B1)→(A2→B2) is identified with the Choi operator of the corresponding bipartite channel L A2B1→A1B2 := D B1M→B2 • E A2→A1M , along with a causality constraint that ensures no backward signaling in time; i.e., the A systems can signal to the B systems, but not vice versa.
A general n-turn quantum strategy N (n) : A n → B n is uniquely associated to its Choi operator Γ N (n)
A n B n via [15] 
The constraints on the Choi operator Γ N (n)
A n B n are Γ N (n) A n B n ≥ 0, and that there exist n positive semi-definite operators N [1] ,
. . .
Tr B2 [N [2] 
These latter constraints are causality constraints that arise due to the causal structure of the strategy. Conversely, if an operator Γ N (n) A n B n satisfies the above constraints, then there is a quantum strategy associated to it [15] .
B. Link Product
How do we "connect" or interface two quantum strategies? The notion of "link product" was introduced to denote the composition, or interaction, of two quantum strategies [20] . The composition of two quantum strategies is done by connecting the appropriate input and output systems, with an example being given in Figure 1 . Suppose that n-turn strategy N (n) takes systems A n to B n and m-turn strategy S (m) takes systems C m to D m . The Choi operator of the composition N (n) •S (m) is given by Γ N (n) * Γ S (m) , defined in (6) . Here, the nomenclature "comb" shines, as we connect the two strategies as if they were interlocking pieces, making sure to connect the appropriate input and output ports of the first and second strategy, respectively.
Qualitatively, the link product connects and "collapses" matching input and output systems of the two strategies. The composition N (n) • S (m) is another strategy that takes
The matching systems in this case are A n ∩D m and B n ∩C m . To maintain brevity, we define N ∩ S :
The link product of strategy Choi operators Γ N (n)
A n B n and Γ S (m) C m D m is defined as follows:
C. Telling two strategies apart
It is natural to introduce a notion of distance, or distinguishability, between two strategies. In this vein, the quantities quantum strategy distance [17] , [19] , [20] and strategy fidelity [26] were previously defined, and the strategy max-relative entropy was defined in [27] . These are generalized by the generalized strategy divergence of [14] .
Given two n-turn strategies, the most general discrimination strategy is defined analogously to that in channel discrimination; instead of passing a common state to two channels, one interacts a common n-turn co-strategy with the unknown strategy to obtain an output state on which a measurement is performed. That is, for strategies N (n) and M (n) : A n → B n , consider an arbitrary n-turn co-strategy S (n) : B n−1 → A n R n . The compositions N (n) • S (n) and M (n) • S (n) yield states on R n B n . The strategy distance between N (n) and M (n) is the maximum trace distance between the states on R n B n corresponding to strategies N (n) and M (n) :
The quantum strategy distance denotes the maximum classical trace distance between the output probability distributions produced by processing both strategies with a common costrategy. For two arbitrary n-turn strategies, the strategy distance can be computed via a semi-definite program (SDP) [17] , which provides a powerful tool that can be used to study, among other things, the benefit of adaptive strategies in quantum channel discrimination, explored in Section IV.
In what follows, we obtain an SDP for the normalized quantum strategy distance 1 2 N (n) −M (n) ⋄n of two strategies that is slightly different from that presented previously. To obtain it, we use the Choi operators of the two strategies involved, and then invoke the SDP for normalized trace distance of two quantum states. The normalized quantum strategy distance 1 2 N (n) − M (n) ⋄n can be rewritten as the following SDP, where Γ N (n)
A n B n and Γ M (n) A n B n are the Choi operators of the strategies N (n)
The dual of the normalized strategy distance is
III. DISTINGUISHABILITY RESOURCE THEORY In this work, we carry forward the resource-theoretic study of asymmetric distinguishability, work that was begun in [12] and continued in [13] , [14] , [28] . The objects under consideration in this resource theory are pairs of like objects. These objects can be probability distributions, quantum states, quantum channels, or most generally, quantum strategies of an equal number of rounds. Any operation on the pair elements is considered free, justified by the fact that data processing cannot increase distinguishability of two objects.
The object (ρ, σ), a state box, is an ordered pair of states that is to be understood as an atomic entity: upon being handed a state box, one does not know which state it contains. In this paper, we consider ordered pairs of n-turn quantum strategies, which generally are represented by (N (n) , M (n) ).
A. Bits of asymmetric distinguishability
Here, we recall the canonical unit of asymmetric distinguishability (AD) [13] . The state box (|0 0|, π) encapsulates one bit of AD, where π := 1 2 (|0 0| + |1 1|) is the maximally mixed qubit state. Defining this unit enables us to quantify the amount of resource present in an arbitrary strategy box. As discussed in [13] , the bit of AD represents a pair of experiments in which the null hypothesis corresponds to preparing |0 0|, and the alternative hypothesis corresponds to preparing π. A number m bits of asymmetric distinguishability corresponds to the box (|0 0| ⊗m , π ⊗m ). Alternatively, the state box (|0 0|, π M ), with π M :
B. Distillation and Dilution
Given a strategy box (N (n) , M (n) ), we are interested in two questions: (a) how many bits of AD can be distilled from it, and (b) how many bits of AD are required so that one can dilute them to (N (n) , M (n) )? The one-shot versions of these tasks are explained below, and the explicit semi-definite programs for them are also provided.
The goal of approximate distillation is to transform a strategy box into as many approximate bits of AD as possible. Quantitatively, the one-shot ε-approximate distillable distinguishability of strategy box (N (n) , M (n) ) is given by
where S (n) is an n-turn co-strategy that interacts with N (n) and M (n) to yield a qubit state, and
Approximate dilution refers to the task of transforming (|0 0|, π M ) to approximately one copy of (N (n) , M (n) ) with as small M as possible. The one-shot distinguishability cost of the box (N (n) , M (n) ) is given by the following:
The smooth strategy min-relative entropy between n-turn strategies N (n) and M (n) is defined as follows:
where N (n) and M (n) take systems A n to B n , and S (n) is an n-turn co-strategy that takes systems B n−1 to A n R n . The smooth min-relative entropy of states is defined as
The smooth strategy max-relative entropy is defined as
is equal to the max-relative entropy for strategies, defined as [27] 
and the max-relative entropy is defined as D max (ρ σ) := inf{λ : ρ ≤ 2 λ σ} [32] . We now state a result claimed in [14] . Its detailed proof is given in Appendix B.
Theorem 1: [14] The approximate one-shot distillable distinguishability of the strategy box N (n) , M (n) is equal to the smooth strategy min-relative entropy: D ε d (N (n) , M (n) ) = D ε min (N (n) M (n) ), and the approximate one-shot distinguishability cost is equal to the smooth strategy max-relative entropy: D ε c (N (n) , M (n) ) = D ε max (N (n) M (n) ).
C. SDPs for one-shot quantities
In this section, we provide explicit semi-definite programs to calculate, for a given strategy box, the approximate distillable distinguishability and distinguishability cost. Considering strategies N (n) and M (n) to take systems A n to B n , the SDP for distillable distinguishability is as follows:
with dual sup µ1,Yn≥0, µ2∈R, Y1,...,
The distinguishability cost is given by the following SDP:
with dual sup W1,W2,..., Wn+2≥0, X1,...,Xn∈Herm
. . . Consider two GADCs with γ = 0.2 and 0.3 respectively. We plot the difference between 1 2 N (n) −M (n) ⋄n and 1 2 N (n) −M (n) ⋄ , where the strategies N (n) and M (n) each consist of n instances of the same channel. While varying the common parameter N , and allowing for different number of channel uses, we see that adaptive strategies offer advantage in discrimination over parallel ones.
forms: adaptive or parallel. Parallel strategies involve a distinguisher inputting a possibly entangled state simultaneously to n instances of the unknown channel. Adaptive strategies, which are more general than parallel ones, involve n uses of the unknown channel that happen sequentially. Between uses of the unknown channel, the distinguisher can perform a quantum channel so as to boost the chances of success. A parallel strategy is a special case of an adaptive strategy [19] .
Adaptive strategies are therefore no less powerful than nonadaptive ones. It is known that in the asymptotic regime, adaptive strategies confer no advantage over non-adaptive ones in asymmetric channel discrimination [21] - [23] . However, in practical situations of interest with a finite number of uses of the unknown channel, it is possible that adaptive strategies offer an advantage.
The formulation of quantum strategies offers a powerful framework in which to analyze this problem. Consider a strategy N (n) such as the one in Figure 1 that consists of n uses of the channel N A→B . This strategy can be made to interact with a general n-turn co-strategy S (n) , which encapsulates all possible adaptive operations, and also with a constrained parallel n-turn interaction.
The generalized amplitude damping channel (GADC) [33] is a qubit-to-qubit channel that is characterized by a damping parameter γ ∈ [0, 1] and a noise parameter N ∈ [0, 1]. It models the dynamics of a qubit system that is in contact with a thermal bath. It is used to describe some of the noise in superconducting-circuit based quantum computers [34] . We consider two strategies N (n) and M (n) that each consist of n uses of a particular GADC. In Figure 2 , we plot the difference between the strategy distance 1 2 N (n) − M (n) ⋄n and the diamond distance 1 2 N (n) − M (n) ⋄ . This enables us to investigate if adaptive strategies offer an advantage over parallel ones in channel discrimination, and we see that there Fig. 3 . Consider two GADCs with N = 0.2 and 0.3 respectively. They both have γ = 0.2. We plot the difference between the distillable distinguishabilities, which is given by D ε min (N (n) M (n) ) for the most general case and the case when an adversary is limited to a parallel strategy. is a gap between the strategy distance and diamond distance.
Further, for two GADCs, we study the distillable distinguishability when one restricts to parallel co-strategies versus general co-strategies. The SDP formulation of the smooth strategy min-relative entropy in (13) enables us to perform this calculation. The result is in Figure 3 , where one can see that there is a gap in the distillable distinguishability between adaptive and parallel strategies. It is not yet clear to us how to explain this behavior qualitatively, and so we leave it for future work to do so.
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, in this paper, we reviewed and further developed the resource theory of asymmetric distinguishability for quantum strategies, which we motivated as a highlevel and flexible framework with which to study quantum interactions. It can be used to study the optimal strategies to discriminate between two quantum strategies. Specifically, we provided semi-definite programs to calculate the quantum strategy distance between two quantum strategies, which can be used to compare the power of adaptive discrimination strategies to parallel ones. Additionally, we prove also that the one-shot dilution cost and distillable distinguishability are computable via SDPs. It is known that for channel discrimination and distillable distinguishability, parallel strategies are equally powerful as adaptive strategies in the asymptotic limit; however, an example we considered shows that adaptive strategies provide an advantage in general when one considers a finite number of channel uses.
APPENDIX A ASPECTS OF STRATEGY BOXES

A. Exact Distillation and Dilution of Strategy Boxes
Qualitatively, the task of exact one-shot distillation corresponds to converting a single copy of a strategy box to exactly as many bits of AD as possible. The exact one-shot distillable distinguishability of the strategy box (N (n) , M (n) ) is given by the following: (17) where the optimization is taken over all n-turn co-strategies.
Exact one-shot dilution refers to the task of transforming (|0 0|, π M ) to one copy of (N (n) , M (n) ) with as small M as possible. The exact one-shot distinguishability cost of the box (N (n) , M (n) ) is given by the following:
As in the earlier definition, all n-turn co-strategies are optimized over.
Let the strategy min-relative entropy be denoted by D min (N (n) M (n) ), where strategies N (n) and M (n) take systems A n to systems B n , be defined as 
(19)
In the above, S (n) is an n-turn co-strategy that takes systems B n−1 to systems A n R n . The min-relative entropy for states is defined as [32] 
where Π ρ is the projector onto the support of ρ.
The strategy max-relative entropy, D max (N (n) M (n) ), is defined as (21) where N (n) and M (n) are n-turn strategies, and S (n) is an n-turn co-strategy as in the definition for strategy min-relative entropy. The max-relative entropy for states is given by [32] 
B. General Strategy Box Transformations
In the resource theory of asymmetric distinguishability, the basic task considered is that of transforming one strategy box to another. Given a strategy box (N (n) , M (n) ), we wish to know if there exists a processing co-strategy Θ (n→m) that can transform it into output strategy box K (m) , L (m) . The special case of exactly transforming a pair of channels to another pair of channels was put forth and solved in [25] , and the general case mentioned above was solved in [14] . This means that the question of whether there exists a superchannel Θ (A→B)→(C→D) that takes channel box (N A→B , M A→B ) to channel box (K C→D , L C→D ) can be determined by means of solving a semidefinite program. However, it is possible that in a number of cases, the exact transformation is just not possible -it is natural then to consider if the transformation is possible while allowing for some error. This is what motivates approximate versions of these transformations.
We follow the approach of [13] , [14] in defining the approximate versions of the strategy box transformation problems. We allow for a small error ε in the transformation of the first element of the box, but demand that the second element be perfectly transformed. Minimizing the error then corresponds to the following optimization:
The statement N (n) ≈ ε N (n) means that
where the quantum strategy distance is defined in (7) .
APPENDIX B ONE-SHOT DISTILLATION AND DILUTION OF STRATEGY BOXES
A. One-shot exact distillable distinguishability is strategy minrelative entropy
We first prove the inequality
Let Θ be an arbitrary n-turn co-strategy that interacts with strategies N (n) or M (n) to yield a state on R n B n . Consider the projector 0 ≤ Λ RnBn ≤ I RnBn onto the support of Θ • N (n) . Consider a post-processing of the output state ω RnBn as follows:
If the unknown strategy is N (n) , then the interaction with Θ followed by the above post-processing yields |0 0| X . If the unknown strategy is M (n) , then the final state is π M with
or equivalently,
Taking a supremum over all interacting co-strategies Θ, we get
Next we prove the opposite inequality
which is a consequence of the data-processing inequality for the D min strategy divergence [14] . Consider an arbitrary nturn co-strategy Θ that interacts with N (n) to give |0 0|, and with M (n) to give π M . Then we can write
which yields
Putting (30) and (35) together, we get
B. One-shot approximate distillable distinguishability is smooth strategy min-relative entropy
Here our aim is to prove
First we prove the inequality
Let Θ be an arbitrary interacting n-turn co-strategy and Λ RnBn a corresponding measurement operator satisfying 0 ≤ Λ RnBn ≤ I RnBn and
Consider, as in the exact case, a post-processing of the final state ω RnBn by the measurement channel L RnRn→X :
Using (39), we can conclude that L • Θ • N (n) ≈ ε |0 0|. Further, for
we have L • Θ • M (n) = π M . Taking a supremum over all interacting co-strategies Θ and measurement channels L RnRn→X , we get
Next, we use data processing to prove the reverse inequality
Consider an n-turn co-strategy Θ and measurement channel L RnRn→X such that 1 2 L • Θ • N (n) − |0 0| 1 ≤ ε. By a direct calculation with trace distance, we find that
We conclude that Tr[Λ(Θ•N (n) )] ≥ 1−ε. In the definition of D ε min (Θ•N (n) π M ), we can take the final measurement operator to be Λ RB . This leaves us with Tr Λ RnBn (Θ • N (n) ) ≥ 1−ε and Tr Λ RnBn (Θ • M (n) ) = 1/M . Since the definition of D ε min for strategies involves an optimization over costrategies and measurement operators, we conclude that
where the last inequality follows from [13, Appendix F-1].
Since the scheme considered for distillation is arbitrary, we conclude that
Combining (42) and (48), we obtain the desired result:
C. One-shot exact distinguishability cost is strategy maxrelative entropy
First, we aim to prove the inequality
To do so, we first let λ be such that
This means that
is a quantum strategy. Further, if the Choi operators of N (n) and M (n) are Γ N (n) and Γ M (n) respectively, then
is the Choi operator of N ′(n) (by linearity).
Consider an arbitrary n-turn co-strategy that is made to act as follows, beginning with system X. It acts as follows:
In the case that σ X = |0 0| X , then the output is Θ • N (n) . If the input is π M where M = 2 λ , then the output is Θ • M (n) .
For this particular choice of transformation, we obtain a distinguishability cost of λ, so if one optimizes over all protocols, one obtains D 0 c N (n) , M (n) ≤ λ. Now if we optimize over all λ such that (51) holds, we obtain
The opposite inequality follows from the data processing inequality for the strategy max-relative entropy [14] . Let Θ be a strategy satisfying Θ (|0 0|) = N (n) , and (56)
with log 2 M = D 0 c (N (n) , M (n) ). Then consider the following chain of reasoning:
This lets us conclude that
Putting together (55) and (62), we obtain the desired result, which is
D. One-shot approximate distinguishability cost is smooth strategy max-relative entropy
Here we aim to prove that
First, we prove the inequality
To do so, we consider a quantum strategy N ′(n) ≈ ε N (n) (where we take the same convention as in (24)). We use the construction for the exact distinguishability cost, but instead for N ′(n) , and therefore obtain
By optimizing the above over all N ′(n) satisfying N ′(n) ≈ ε N (n) , we obtain
To prove the reverse inequality
we again use data-processing arguments. Consider first a strategy Θ such that
with log 2 M = D 0 c (N (n) , M (n) ). Now consider the following:
Putting together (67) and (75), we get the desired result.
E. One-shot distillable distinguishability as an SDP Proposition 2:
The distillable distinguishability of a strategy box (N (n) , M (n) ), which is equal to the strategy min-relative entropy (Theorem 1), is computable via a semi-definite program as follows:
The dual SDP is given by
Proof. We have
and
(80) We consider S (n) : B n−1 → A n R n to be a co-strategy, so that N (n) • S (n) is a quantum state on R n B n . Let Λ RnBn be a measurement operator such that Tr[Λ RnBn (N (n) • S (n) )] is a probability. We now have
such that S is the Choi operator of a valid "sub co-strategy" corresponding to S (n) and Λ and we have exploited the link product from (6) . To write it out explicitly, we use the following constraints on the Choi operator of a sub co-strategy [17, Section 2.3]: (85) so that
Finally, since the full transpose of S corresponds to a legitimate sub co-strategy and since we are anyway optimizing over all of them, we can remove the transpose in the optimization to arrive at (76). The dual program is then given by (77), which can be verified by means of the Lagrange multiplier method. The details of this calculation are available in the file "SDPduals.pdf" accompanying the arXiv posting of our paper.
F. One-shot distinguishability cost as an SDP
Proposition 3: The distinguishability cost of a strategy box (N (n) , M (n) ), which is given by the strategy max-relative entropy (Theorem 1) is computable via a semi-definite program as follows: 
. . . 
The dual SDP is given by 
Proof. Firstly, we have D ε max (N (n) M (n) ) = inf N (n) ≈εN (n) D max ( N (n) M (n) ) (89) and the dual of the normalized strategy distance from (9)
For N (n) the optimizer in (89) and exploiting (12), we have 2 D ε max (N (n) M (n) ) = inf λ≥0 λ : Γ N (n) ≤ λΓ M (n) .
Now we combine these while also adding constraints that ensure that N (n) is a valid quantum strategy. Therefore, we use the constraints in (2) and incorporate them into the optimization. Thus we get The dual is given by (88), which can be verified by means of the Lagrange multiplier method. The details of this calculation are available in the file "SDP-duals.pdf" accompanying the arXiv posting of our paper.
